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All critics (14) | Best Critics (6) | Fresh (7) | Rotten (7) See all critics' reviews (14) 6 nominations. See more awards » Read more Edit In 1941, a 16-year-old aspiring artist and his family are deported to Siberia amid the brutal demolition of Stalin's Baltic Sea region. One girl's passion for art and her never-ending hope
break the silence of history. Plot summary | Add Synopsis Taglines: Inspired by true events. Drama | History | Romance | War Certificate: See all certificates » Parents Guide: View content advisory » Edit Bel Powley (Lina) and Jonah Hauer-King (Andrius Aras) have both worked with the actor who played in the American
TV series Once Upon A Time. Bel appeared in Carrie Pilby with Colin O'Donoghue, in which they played Carrie Pilby and Professor Harrison, while Jonah appeared on the TV show Little Women with Julian Morris, in which they played Laurie Laurence and John Brooke. In Once Upon A Time, Colin O'Donoghue played
captain Hook's character. Killian Jones, while Julian Morris played the character of Prince Phillip. Colin and Julian have shared several scenes on the series. See more » One picture of the train shows a modern locomotive (probably TEM-TMH). See more » User Reviews Edit English | Russia | Lithuania release date:
October 12, 2018 (Lithuania) See more » Also known as: Between Shades of Gray See more » Edit budget:$5,000,000 (estimated) Cumulative global gross: $1,557,172 See more IMDbPro » Sorrento Productions, Tauras Films, Twilight Merengue Studios See more » Driving time: 98 min See full specifications » For
George R. R. Martin's upcoming novel of the same name see The Winds of Winter. Season 10 of Game of Thrones. episode Winter WindsGame of Thrones episodeEpisode no. Season 6Episode 10 RedirectedMiguel SapochnikWritten byDavid BenioffD. B. WeissFeatured musicRamin DjawadiCinematography byFabian
WagnerEditing byTim PorterOriginal air dateJune 26, 2016 (2016-06-26)Running time68 minutes[1]Guest appearance Diana Rigg - Olenna Tyrell David Bradley - Walder Frey Julian Glover - GrandMaster Pycelle Anton Lesser - Qyburn Joseph Mawle – Benjen Stark Finn Jones – Loras Tyrell Ian Gelder – Kevan
Launcher Roger Ashton-Griffiths – Mace Tyrell Jacob Anderson – Grey Worm Gemma Whelan – Yara Greyjoy Ellie Kendrick – Meera Reed Eugene Simon – Lancel Launcher Keisha Castle-Hughes – Obara Sand Rosabell Laurenti Sellers – Tyene Sand Jessica Henwick – Nymeria Sand Rupert Vansittart – Yohn Royce
Tim McInnerny – Robett Glover Hafωór Júlíus Björnsson – Gregor Clegane Hannah Waddingham – Septa Unella Daniel Tuite Lothar Frey Tim Plester walder rivers robert Aramayo at a young age Ned Stark Aisling Franciosi Lyanna Stark Frank Hvam as Citadel champion Bella Ramsey Lyanna Mormont Josephine
Gillan as Marei Sara Dylan as maid Sabrina Bartlett as Arya disguise Dermot Ward Aron Hegarty Hegarty servant Sean Blowers Wyman Manderly as Tom Varey as Cley Cerwy's Nathanael Saleh as Arthur Annette Hannah as Frances Jesse Magee as little bird Lucy Gallagher as little bird Fionn Kerna's little bird Michael
Nevin as little bird Iona Clarke as a small bird Episode Chronicle ← Previous Battle of the Äpärie Next →Dragonstone Game of Thrones (season 6)Game of Thrones episodes list The Winds of Winter is the tenth and final episode of the sixth season of HBO's fantasy TV series Game of Thrones and, overall, the 16th
episode. It was written by series creators David Benioff and D.B. Weiss, and directed by Miguel Sapochnik. Cersei Lannister plots to destroy all her immediate enemies with one quick stroke; Arya Stark will retaliate. Lords of the Northern Houses declare Jon Snow king in the north; Bran Stark finds out jon's Lyanna
Stark's son. Samwell Tarly arrives at the Fortress. And Daenerys Targaryen begins to head to Westeros alongside Tyrion Lannister, his entire army, the iron-born, Tyrells, Sand Snakes and his three dragons loyal to Yara Greyjoy. The winds of winter gained popularity from critics, listing it as one of the best episodes in
the series, as well as one of the best television episodes of all time. Critics praised the explosion of the great September, Lena Headey's performance, Arya's revenge on the Freyses, the solution to the Flashback of the Tower of Joy and Daenerys going to Westeros as highlights of the episode. In the United States, the
episode reached 8.89 million viewers in its first broadcast, making it the highest-rated episode in the series' history at the time. It was nominated for several awards, including headey for Emmy for outstanding supporting actress, and won an Emmy for outstanding costumes for an episode/fantasy series, limited series or
movie. This episode is the final appearance for Natalie Dormer (Queen Margaery Tyrell), Dean Charles Chapman (King Tommen Baratheon), Finn Jones (Ser Loras Tyrell), Eugene Simon (Lancel Lannister), Ian Gelder (Kevan Lannister), Jonathan Pryce (High Sparrow), Roger Ashton-Griffiths (Mace Tyrell), Julian
Glover (GrandMaster Pycelle) and Michiel Huisman (Daario Naharis). Draw The plot summary of this article may be too long or too detailed. Help improve it by removing unnecessary details and making it more succinct. (May 2019) (Learn how and when to delete this sample message) In the twins, Walder Frey
celebrates taking back Riverrun with the Lannisters. After a while, Walder eats alone and wonders why his sons have not yet arrived. Her servant reveals that she baked them in the meat pie she has eaten and then removes her face to reveal that she is really Arya Stark, before cutting Walder's throat in retaliation for the
red wedding. At King's Landing on the day of the Cersei and Loras trials, The High Sparrow, Faith and Court will meet for the great September. Cersei is Still in him. in him. Whereas Ser Gregor prevents Tommen from leaving his cabin. Meanwhile, Qyburn invites GrandMaster Pycele to his lab, where his children's spies
stab Pycele to death. Loras confesses his crimes and atles by ren giving up his name and title and joins the Militant of Faith. When Cersei doesn't show up, Lancel and the others are sent to pick her up. Lancel is upset by following Cersei's spy in the run-up to September, where he finds a stash of forest fires exploding,
but he's stabbed before he can defuse it. Inside the Sept, Margaery realizes cersei has set a trap and warns the crowd not to leave, but the High Sparrow prevents anyone from leaving. A wildfire ignites and destroys a major Sept. The only survivor of faith militant's downfall is Septa Unella, who Cersei and Gregor leave
to be tortured. Tommen sees an explosion from the Red Chest. After being informed of Margaery's death, she commits suicide by jumping out the window. Cersei tells Qyburn to cremat his remains and bury the ashes in the ruins of the Great Sept, where Joffrey, Myrcella and Tywin were buried. When Jaime and Bronn
return from the River countries, they will see the burning ruins of the Great Sept. In Oldtown, when Samwell and Gilly arrive in Oldtown, they witness the Fortress releasing white ravens to announce the arrival of winter. They report to the Fortress, and Sam is scheduled to meet the archmaester. In the meantime, Sam
will be granted access to the library. In Winterfell, Davos faces Melisandre for Shireen's death. Melisandre admits to burning Shireen alive, but declares that he did it for the Lord of Light. Davos rebukes by saying that Stannis was defeated anyway and that Melisandre's actions were futile, forcing him to admit he was
wrong. Davos asks Jon for permission to execute Melisandre, but he insists that he will be useful in the upcoming war against the White Walkers. Jon expels Melisandre from the north and he and Davos threaten to execute him if he ever returns. Later, Jon and Sansa discuss who will lead the United Starks, each
postponing to the other. Sansa tells Jon that the white raven arrived from Oldtown; Winter is here. Littlefinger meets privately in Sna's godfather forest. He reveals that his ultimate goal is to sit in the Iron Seat with Sansa by his side. Sansa rejects her offer and leaves. Later, Jon gathers the Lords of the North, knights of
the Valley and wildlings to plan the battle against the White Walkers. When Lyanna Mormont shames the Lords of the North, who did not come to Jon's aid, the all-present lords (except Sana's concern Littlefinger) proclaim the reluctant Jon the new king in the north. Olenna, who is grieving in Dorne, meets Ellaria and the
Sand Snakes regarding the possibility of an alliance against Cersei. To Olena's surprise, Ellaria presents Who offers Olenna revenge on an allied basis with Daenerys. Behind the wall, Bran, Meera and Benjen arrive near the wall. Benjen leaves, because the magical shelter of the wall also prevents him from passing.
Meera assists Bran in the weirwood tree and he re-enters Ned Stark's vision in the Tower of Joy. Ned finds Lyanna covered in blood in childbirth. Lyanna appeals to Ned to protect her son, especially Robert Baratheon, who she claims would kill her son if he knew real parenting. Ned's having a baby that turns out to be
Jon Snow. Meereen Daenerys informs Daario that she will not come with him to Westeros because he needs him to keep order in Meereen when he attacks Westeros. Daario is reluctant and admits his love against him, but he says yes. Daenerys declares Tyrion the Queen's Hand, and the two, together with their large
numbers of Essos and their iron-born, dorne and grand orchard new covenants, eventually leave for Westeros in a massive armada with their dragons flying overhead. Production Writing The episode was written by series creators David Benioff and D.B. Weiss. The winds of winter were written by series creators David
Benioff and D.B. Weiss. Until then, the episode was the longest, 68-minute running time in the series' history. [2] [3] [4] in the Inside the Episode segment released by HBO shortly after the episode aired, Benioff talked about the relationship between Sansa Stark and Jon Snow at this point in the season, saying this
season they've really trusted each other, but he doesn't really trust her completely. He didn't tell me about the meeting with Little finger. So I think there's a little anger and a little jealousy about it, and that relationship is crucial to watch. [5] Benioff went on to refer to Jon Snow's proclamation of the King of the North and
brought up we see another 'King of the North!' scene with Jon, and I think it was important to us that it evoked in the first 'King of the North!' scene. Very different conditions, different environment. In some ways, the first mind grouping is supposed to be a little unsettling because it was a very triumphant moment when
Robb was named King of the North, but it didn't go so well for the previous king in the north. We have to worry about Jon. He's done well. He's done well in 10 short episodes. Weiss also noted the death of King Tommen Baratheon: At the same time as the explosion occurs, Tommen is alone. This fragile, mastimaable,
broken child sits there with no one to comfort him, and if. If he'd been there, he wouldn't have gone out the window. He betrayed her, and he alone betrayed her here. [6] Benioff continued to describe Cersei Lannister's mindset, saying: I think the idea of Cersei without her children is quite a terrifying prospect. It was the
only thing that humanizes his love for his children. And as big a monster as she can sometimes be, she was a mother who really loved her children, and now those kids are gone, and all she has is strength. [6] In a later interview after the episode, Weiss noted that Cersei's mindset after the consequences of this episode
will play an important role in the story next season. [7] In an interview with Isaac Hempstead-Wright, who played Bran Stark in the series, Wright was asked about Bran's importance when he saw the scene in the Tower of Joy, saying I don't think Bran knows why this is significant, but he knows it's significant because he
wouldn't have seen it if it wasn't earth-shattering, because everything we've learned so far during his visions has been quite big and important. , from the creation of the first White Walker to the origin of Hodor. This is clearly another important milestone in Westeros' history. Bran sat there thinking, This isn't my brother.
This is my cousin somehow, but who's the father? Why have I been shown this? If I find out who the father is and why I need to know who dad is, tell Jon quickly. [8] The scene does not reveal the name of Lyanna Stark's son or her father, as the newborn's face and Jon Snow visually convey identity. [9] SHORTly after
the episode, HBO released an infographic confirming Ned Stark as Jon's guardian and Lyanna Stark and Rhaegar Targaryen as their parents. [10] As for Arya Stark's transformation as a disciple of her time as a disciple of the multi-faceted God, Weiss noted with Inside the Episode: We all see where she comes from, she
has seen so many atrocities. It is a worrying report; She started out as a tough and cheeky girl and turned into someone who can slit a man's throat and smile as she looks at him as he bleeds to death. [11] For the final shot of the season, Benioff felt that Daenerys' shot en route to Westeros was a monumental part of the
series history, saying that image of Dany's fleet heading from Slaver's Bay toward the Narrow Sea and Home is probably the biggest thing that's happened on the show so far, that's the thing we've been waiting for since the pilot episode of season one. [11] He continued: There hasn't been a smooth path. It's the
opportunity we leave to everyone. It was really exciting to see him alongside Tyrion heading west. [11] Casting Main actors Dean-Charles Chapman (left), Natalie Dormer (center) and Jonathan Pryce (right) were last to appear in The Winds of Winter. Winds Winter saw the departure of several actors and recurring guest
actors from the series. Notable were Dean-Charles Chapman, whose character, King Tommen Baratheon, committed suicide in the episode. Before appearing in the role of Tommen, originally played by actor Callum Wharry,[12] Chapman appeared in the third season of the series as Martyn Lannister, an underage
character who was also killed. [13] Chapman said he learned of his character's death the night before the first table of the season, saying I was at my hotel. I'm minding my own business, and I got a call. I picked up the phone and immediately knew it was coming. David Benioff and Dan Weiss, the show's creators, and
they said the facts. But they did it really nicely. I couldn't have asked for a better way to tell me. They told me in advance that they had really helped me, otherwise I would have been in a state when I read it in the scripts. I probably would have cried. [13] Actress Natalie Dormer, who played Queen Margaery Tyrell in the
second season of the series, also made her final appearance starring in the series. Unlike Chapman, Dormer learned of his character's impending death about six months before the rest of the cast, in a statement, I asked 5. But I got it six months ahead of normal. They said: We're not going to tell you this for a few more
months, but we're not releasing you now, so you can't do the job you really want to do, and we're really sorry about that. But the upside is that we will release you properly in the near future. It was good news, bad news - no, you can't do this, but don't worry, you'll have a lot more chances very soon. [14] Dormer also
noted of his departure: It's the longest time I've ever spent in a character role. I always have a little yellow rose after my heart and I think it was just the right time, to be honest. It's time for Westeros' story to move on and it's the perfect time for him to leave. [14] After appearing as a recurring guest actor in season five,
actor Jonathan Pryce was promoted to a sixth season as a member of a regular actor. [15] Before being chosen as the High Sparrow Guard, Pryce was approached for another role in one early season and turned down a part. [16] After being approached in the role of The High Sparrow, Pryce announced that he had
taken on the role because if the role had not been what it turned out to be for the high sparrow, I probably wouldn't have been involved. I remember starting and my agent said if the character was changing the situation or if he was just an actor and this character was changing the situation. [17] Pryce added: Once I
Working on Games of Thrones I was incredibly impressed with the organization, the crew and they're really good at their work and storytelling, so I've become a fan of the show. [17] Recurring guest actors for the series Eugene Simon, Julian Glover, Roger Ashton-Griffiths, Finn Jones and Ian Gelder, who played Lancel
Lannister, Pycelle, Mace Tyrell, Loras Tyrell and Kevan Lannister, also made their final appearances on the series. [18] Finn Jones, who starred simultaneously in the lead role of the upcoming television series Marvel's Iron Fist, spoke of his departure, saying: I had been on Thrones for six years. It was an annual job.
Now I was at a crossroads and I had to think about what the future was. I was very blessed that something like this has come along at the right moment, referring to Iron Fist. [19] Eugene Simon also talked about his departure and said showruners promised a huge scene for his character in the season finale with Simon
responding, for everything you've done in the last six years, please. This is a great way to go. I really appreciate it, and I look forward to doing it for you. Lyanna Stark was played by actress Aisling Franciosi. [21] Danish comedian Frank Hvam played a clerk at the Fortress, although his lines may have been called
because he was not a confident English speaker. [22] Filming Miguel Sapochnic served as the director of the episode, his fourth episode of the series. St. Mary's Cathedral in Girona, Spain, stood in the exteriors of the Great September, the special effects of which changed parts of the building. The winds of winter were
directed by Miguel Sapochnik. He previously directed episodes of season five of The Gift and Hardhome, as well as season six's Battle of the Bastards. [23] Sapochnik spoke in an interview about scenes from the beginning of the episode that mostly lacked dialogue, saying Don't Get Me Wrong, I'm a huge fan of
intelligent and witty dialogue. Of this, Game of Thrones is probably quite famous and rightly so, but I love a speechless movie that does more than anything probably. [24] He went on to draw a comparison to Robert De Niro's star film Heat, and he said: For me, this is really fantastic filmmaking. So I welcome every
opportunity to try it. From that point of view, I really hit the jackpot this year and I'm very grateful. [24] In another interview, Sapochnik revealed that Baelor's September wildfire explosion was initially seen only from the outside, but after storyboards in which images of the high sparrow had also been swallowed, Sapochnik
was able to convince Benioff and Weiss to make a change to the sequence. [25] Sapochnik also noted about the sequence: The main part of the series was basically a courtroom drama and then a lot of little scenes around it were filmed in many series and locations and even countries, so it took a long time to get all the
songs into the editing system and really start editing. [25] He also said that the main goal of the scene was to bring all these cutting stories surrounding King's Landing together and end them, [25] and that the music in the scene played an important role in reflecting how the scenes appeared on the big screen tonally,
praising Ramin Djawad's opening scene. Girona Cathedral in Girona, Spain, was in baelor's September exterior photos. Dean Charles Chapman, who played King Tommen Baratheon, spoke of filming his death scene, saying: I was about to jump on the crash mat. But the crash mat was pretty thick. I must have done it
50 times. My face was pretty bruised. My face took it a little bit. [13] Eugene Simon, who played Lancel Lannister, also spoke of his death scene revealing his conversation with Sapochnic, the message was when Lancel dragged his body, there was a sense that someone was trying to forget their pain of being stabbed
and paralyzed as much as possible to try to defend the little hope left in trying to save the Sept. It's just the last few moments of nanosecond footage that you realize the cause is gone. [20] Simon also noted jonathan pryce's shoot depicting High Sparrow, the last scene, we had a very big nice round of applause when it
happened. I remember this scene very well; We had about 200 supporters there, all of them so committed. They stayed there all day and made great reactions to all the really intense bits. When the first part of the bomb went off, they all actually carried out that there were lost nuclear explosions underneath them. [20] He
continued: We had a big round of applause and a party after that scene because I think we all knew it was going to be quite monumental. We said goodbye to countless Tyrells, Kevan Lannister, my father, the High Sparrow and dozens of others. It was a pretty special day. [20] As for the unspoked exchange between
Jaime and Cersei Lannister as he sits in the Iron Seat, Sapochnik said: I think the unspoked exchange was a very interesting moment, but it was not clear from the script what Benioff and Weiss exactly wanted. So we only tried a few things, following our noses, from what we knew about these characters, and what you
see was one of the versions we shot. Interesting during the edit I still couldn't find the version that I felt worked, so in fact I dropped the moment completely out of my surgery, but David and Dan came back and efficiently. I can't remember the sequence without it. I think he says don't and she says too late. [24] He
continued: Marvelous is that you make and make your movies or episodes several times during its existence. First of all, in the scripting phase, the second is in preparation when you plan how you are going to run it. The third is in production when you actually get there and you have to change everything and finally
during editing when you find that something means something completely different when put before or after the other breast or complementary image. [24] In the same interview, Sapochnik was also asked how he created a sense of feeling in the 'King of the North' scene, sayingIt wasn't difficult. As fans, we'd waited so
long for that. However, it was a very difficult scene to film. Mainly because it was unusually hot in the two days we filmed it, everyone had heavy furs and armor, Kit was actually quite sick and everyone was crammed into this space full of lamb tongue and chicken carcasses, so it got quite smelly and sticky. It's also quite
a long scene, and yet Bella probably did it over a hundred times, forgetting the line only once all the time. When we finished the scene, he received standing ovation from all the actors and crew. [24] Sapochnik was asked in an interview what was the hardest shot to steer, responding the last series in which armada was
seen on the way to Westeros was complicated because there were so many different ships involved and we only had one that we had to fix and shoot again and again. During its filming, it rained and freezes, and it was meant to be the Mediterranean climate. Emilia Clarke got so cold that her jaw started shaking
uncontrollably and she lost the strand so far that what she was meant to think at that moment, the cold does it. He asked me to help, so I suggested he just hum the theme of Game of Thrones on his head while we were running the cameras, and obviously it worked because it's the downpour we used in the last clip! [27]
Costuming Costume designer Michele Clapton returned to the series to design, among other things, Cersei Lannister's costume and crown. Costume designer Michele Clapton designed most of the newly presented costumes and jewelry in The Winds of Winter. Clapton had originally left the series, but returned for the
final two episodes of the season to design four different costumes. [28] Michele Clapton spoke in an interview about the process and importance behind Cersei Lannister's suit and crown in the season finale. Clapton noted that she had four to five weeks to create the suit, but when she got the script for the episode, she
was immediately sure what the dress should look like. [28] He said in an interview: I knew it had to be leather and I knew it had to be connected to Tywin. I wanted a separate, strong silhouette, so I stroked his shoulders. I also wanted the dress to grease her ankle so you could see her legs – strength again. Silver
shoulders are decorated in the same way as Golden hand - the only person he still has something with. [28] Clapton also stated that each part of the dress represents something, saying: There is no 'decoration' for Cersei. [28] She also announced that she had decided to make the dress black to represent grief and
mortality within her. [28] In a separate interview, Clapton was also asked about the importance and representation of Cersei's crown, saying: I decided to do it in silver only with a gold weed to try to show his isolation, his mental separation from his family. It does not refer to baratheon; There's no need anymore. He
doesn't have to try to prove a connection. The center of the crown is an abstract lion's grating - its mane represents the Iron Seat, his wish. He's made it his own - he's been reborn. [29] Clapton also revealed that King Tommen Baratheon's suit was meant to show how heavily his responsibility weighs on him when he is
emphasized with jewels, with Clapton saying He was a nice boy. It's too nice for this. [29] Musical composition Composer Ramin Djawadi created the musical composition of the episode. The Winter Winds musical was composed by Ramin Djawadi. Djawadi has been working on the series from the very beginning and
has also composed the main theme of the programme. In the interview, Djawadi talked about a score he created for the beginning of the episode called The Light of Seven, which consisted largely of a piano, which is unusual for the series. Djawadi said: What was interesting to me was the use of the piano. When we
started the season, showruners David Benioff and Dan Weiss and episode director Miguel Sapochnik reached out to me and said, There's something coming in Episode 10. We talked about the Seven Lights and how it was supposed to be a new piece of music. Any character theme could tip, and I didn't want to tip the
audience. Miguel brought it up: What about the piano? We discussed it. The piano isn't really in the Game of Thrones score. [30] He continued: Everything felt like the perfect fit. What's also great about the scene is that there's not much dialogue. It's nine minutes long. I knew I had to start minimally and give it space. Let
the notes ring, then give it space and build anticipation from there without tilting either way. Djawadi announced that he would refrain from using the typical Lannister theme castamere rains to create more mystery. [30] The work also featured a song by two young boys in which djawadi described how he put all the
separate songs in the music together by saying Sons, which I recorded completely separately. The strings I recorded together. I also recorded them separately from solo calls — solo violins and solo cellists were recorded separately. I played the piano. And the organ, too. [30] In a separate interview, asked about the



general process of And how to use it in the episode, Djawadi revealed I'm sitting with David and Dan and we're doing a so-called spot session where we watch the whole episode and then discuss when the music should start and stop. Everyone's very involved. And it's used to play with all the time. What I love about
Game of Thrones is that the location of the music is so well done because it's not oversized. When the music goes in, it really has something to say. [31] Light of the Seven reached Number 1 on Billboard's Spotify Viral 50 list at the time of its release. [32] The episode also featured the main theme of the show in a King in
the North scene with Jon Snow in Winterfell. [33] Critical praise was directed at the episode's musical score, and Lili Loofbourow of the Week called it the real winner of the season finale. [33] Reception reviews The winds of winter watched 8.89 million American households on its first viewing on HBO, significantly higher
than the previous week's ratings of 7.66 million viewers in the penultimate episode of Battle of the Bastards, which makes it the most watched episode in the show's history until the seventh season premiere dragonstone surpassed it. [34] [35] The episode also received a 4.35 rating in the 18-49 demographic, making it
the highest-rated show of the night on cable TV and a previous best of 4.0 set twice earlier in the season. [35] In the UK, the episode was watched on Sky Atlantic with 2.498 million viewers, making it the highest rated broadcast that week on its channel. It also received 0.153 million timeshift viewers. [36] Critical
reception Game of Thrones concluded what is arguably its best season in one of its finest – and bloodiest – episodes, The Winds of Winter, which thrived on dramatic storytelling just as last week's Battle of the Äpärs raised the bar for action sequences. Although the final moved from the battlefield, events were, if
anything, much seismic, with game-changing revelations and huge moves from every corner creating very clear new conflicts for Season 7. Just look at everything that happened in those 69 minutes: Dany went sailing to Westeros, Dorne joined forces with both Dany and Tyrells, Arya returned to Westeros and crossed
the big name from his list, Jon became king of the north, and Cersei blew up his enemies and then claimed the Iron Seat for himself. Death and destruction were high enough, but it was also a rather joyous death and destruction, as the favorite characters mostly got exactly what they wanted. — James Hibberd,
Entertainment Weekly[37] The winds of winter were praised by critics and viewers alinding it as one of the best episodes in the series. It has received a 99% rating on review site Rotten Tomatoes for 58 reviews with an average score of 9.7 out of 10. [38] The consensus on the site reads as follows: Winter winds receive
most of their extended driving time, possibly the best season finale in the history of the series. [38] The episode had received a perfect 10 out of 10 on IMDb for several weeks after its release. It is now rated 9.9/10 as it is one of the few episodes ever to get 9.9 or more on the website. [39] Matt Fowler of IGN wrote in his
review for an episode of The North and Meereen's Stories remained a little quiet as all their actions are taken care of last week, leaving Cersei's grand plot to destroy the Sept. On the other hand, there were big revelations and revenge breaks that helped everything to a very surprising and satisfying season finale. [40] He
went on to praise how the test sequence took place on the big screen, writing The actual staging and precariment of the trial and violent reckoning was really cool as everyone dressed up and small pieces of the puzzle lodging in place, little birds leading the men to their deaths and Ramin Djawad's excellent score. [40]
He gave 9.5/10 to the period. [40] The Wall Street Journal's Michael Calia similarly praised the episode by writing 'That's a good thing ... that the season finale was full of massive developments, tying several plot things and leaving some others hanging in the most appealing way. This was the most complete episode of
Game of Thrones to date, and possibly the best. [41] He also wrote: Dany and his fleet finally sailed to Westeros, his great dragons casting shadows over the waves. It's on. [41] The New York Times' Jeremy Egner also praised the direction of the King's Landing story and Lena Headey's description of Cersey, saying in
her review Ms. Headey's performance was just one element of a series that technically belongs to the best in the series. Miguel Sapochnik, who directed last week's heavyweight episode of the battle, brought a different precision and urgency to Sunday's installment. Cersei's plot was baffled by the insistent strings and
shots - those nasty little birds that took care of Pyceline, Lancel and a dwindling candle fuse, Margaery's growing concern, and the growing excitement of September - that inevitably built The High Sparrow realized he wasn't as smart as he thought. [42] Entertainment Weekly's James Hibberd noted that he thought the
episode brought with it new conflicts to look forward to the next season, saying that while the finale moved from the battlefield, the events were, if anything, much seismic, revolutionary announcements and huge moves from every corner that created very clear new conflicts for Season 7. [37] Sarah Larson of The New
Yorker wrote in her review: It's a beautiful picture. Boats, clouds, sun, dragons and two female ship captains pointing their armada towards the Queen-ruled Westero. [43] James Hunt of WhatCulture wrote in his review: What a way to go out. Season 6 is already great TV season, but it saved its best for last. [44] [44]
Surette of TV.com the episode the best episode ever. [45] CNN's Brian Lowry wrote an episode in his review: At this point, it's hard to guess the producers David Benioff and D.B. Weiss, who along with Martin have created the series for ages. [46] Slaten Willa Paskin wrote in her review: Revenge, a dish that Game of
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